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ABSTRACT
The use of ammonia for fuelling applications has recently received considerable interest from industry and academic
institutions. However, the difficulty to employ pure ammonia has led to the use of doping agents capable of decreasing
ignition energy whilst increasing flame speed and stability of such ammonia-blends. Therefore, ammonia/hydrogen blends
have received some attention towards the development of new technologies focused on gas turbine combustion systems.
Therefore, this manuscript approaches current developments in Europe, whilst exploring a reduced mechanism, namely
Okafor’s mechanism, comparing its performance and accuracy against obtained experiments to assess the impact of
ammonia/hydrogen blends in species such as NH2 and NO. CFD models running on RANS Complex Chemistry and
CHEMKIN-PRO flow reactors were employed for the study. The results are expanded to various inlet pressure and
temperature conditions, hence showing the contribution of these parameters to the behaviour of NH2 and NO. The results
are of great interest to reaction kinetic developers as well as combustor designers working with ammonia blends.
1. Introduction
Ammonia as an energy vector has recently gained vast
attention across scientific and industrial communities [1].
The role of the molecule in the decarbonisation of storage
technologies comes as a supplement to the use of
hydrogen for recovery of stranded renewable sources [2].
However, the implementation of ammonia technologies
capable of using this vector is constraint by the
improvement of their efficiency in order to reach power
outputs and cost benefits similar to those of current fossil
fuels [3]. Current works on this field have demonstrated
that ammonia can be used as energy storage medium at
relatively high efficiencies [4], whilst the implementation
of the technology in hybrid systems can provide
economic benefits that will be competitive in the near
future [5]. Ammonia from these facilities has the potential
of being used as a fertilizer, or in terms of energy storage,
as a medium to transport efficiently these renewables to
be employed as main or backup fuelling source.
Progress has been done on the analysis of pure
ammonia as fuelling source [6]. However, since ammonia
flame speed is only a few cm/s (6-8 cm/s compared to
hydrogen that is 100 cm/s) [7], other doping agents can
also be employed to boost the energy density of such
ammonia blends whilst increasing reactivity, thus
enabling the increase in flowrates and power outputs to
higher levels.
Combinations with methane have been attempted in
recent years [8]. Simultaneously, the use of hydrogen has
also been attempted in power devices fuelled with
ammonia [9,10]. Initial attempts were performed using
internal combustion engines (ICE) [11]. Further trials,
conducted in support to the U.S. Army, were conceived
to deliver data to inform the use of the chemical as backup
power for the army forces. Results showed that the
doping of ammonia blends up to 28% could provide
flame speeds similar to those of some hydrocarbons [12].
However, it was observed in those trials that quenching
distances of the flame were considerably higher than for
other
conventional
sources.
Concurrently,
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ammonia/hydrogen blends were analysed using
fundamental rigs [13,14] and swirling flows in further
works [9]. The results initially demonstrated that the use
of high hydrogen concentrations were detrimental to
flame stability, a consequence of the high diffusivity of
the hydrogen molecule and increased reactivity of the
flame. Further tests enabled the study of
ammonia/hydrogen blends at concentrations of 60/40,
70/30, 80/20 and 90/10 % (vol) [10]. The results
demonstrated that the 80/20 and 70/30 blends were the
most stable. Since higher power outputs under much
higher flowrates were conceived for the technology, the
higher hydrogen content 70/30 blend was employed for
additional trials. Experimental campaigns denoted the
production of lower NOx emissions at high equivalence
ratios close to 1.20. The blend was also assessed at higher
pressures, showing that the NOx emissions are dependent
on the surrounding pressure [15]. The phenomenon is
linked to the reduced reaction consequence of the thinner
reaction zone product of the decrease of reactivity. This
effect was posteriorly mitigated by increasing reactant
inlet temperatures, thus raising the reactivity of ammonia
to reduce unburned fuel. The reaction, known to produce
large quantities of NH2, NH, OH, O and H radical pools,
is still not fully understood, as the production of these
radicals can produce different paths for the production of
NOx emissions and heat profiles. Therefore, further work
has been attempted with the support of numerical
modelling [16]. However, models show a variety of
trends when hydrogen is employed under industrial
conditions (i.e. high pressure and temperature), a problem
that limits the ability of using CFD models to design new
combustors fuelled with ammonia/hydrogen.
Concurrently, available models for ammonia studies
include a great variety of elements such as carbon,
hydrogen, helium, oxygen, etc. There are many chemical
kinetic models for combustion of ammonia,
ammonia/hydrocarbon or ammonia/methane mixture
fuels, e.g. Glarborg mechanism [16], Okafor’s
mechanism [8], Mathieu’s mechanism [17], Tian’s

mechanism [18], Konnov’s mechanism [19], Lindstedt et
al. [20], Miller et al. [21], Li’s et al [22], etc. As
previously raised, for CFD modelling, reduced kinetic
models are required to make computations affordable,
therefore several reduced/skeletal mechanisms have been
developed employing different reduction methods as
summarized by Li et al. [22] over the years. Ammonia
mechanisms are not the exception. Most of these
reduced models use different detailed kinetic mechanism
as a starting point, thus providing different results based
on their independent development path. This causes
conflict between users, as the results tend to vary and
provide different combustion results.
Therefore, more studies are required for the use of
these blends at industrial representative conditions. Thus,
the present study assesses the combustion process of
ammonia/hydrogen blends using a widely employed
model, namely Okafor’s [8], under elevated condition
regimes (i.e. high temperature, elevated pressure).
Apart from determining the performance of the
mechanism, results were expanded to determine the
reactivity of various reactions that have been currently
conceptualized as major contributors for stability, NO
formation and combustion enhancement. Therefore, the
results inform modelers of the potential (or detrimental)
of these conditions. Further works on these models are
recommended on the analysed grounds, with suggestions
for follow up considerations.
2. Method
The software Star-CCM+ v19.3 was employed to
conduct CFD analyses using Okafor’s reduced reaction
mechanisms. The analysis was conducted using RANS kw SST modelling that is known to provide good average
results for tangential swirling flows [23,24]. For the
resolution of combustion, Complex Chemistry was
employed in combination with the Turbulent Flame
Speed Closure model. The model employs Zimont’s
Turbulent Flame Speed approach, which includes wall
effects for quenching the flame near these regions with
unburnt thermal diffusivities estimated using a power law.
Simultaneously, clustering methods were employed to
reduce the computational expense of Complex Chemistry
calculations [25].
Initial analyses were performed to compare the
hydrodynamics within the system, with special emphasis
on velocity profiles, coherent structures and flame
features (i.e. angle, diameter, etc.). Previous experiments
[4] were employed for combustion comparison and
calibration. For CFD resolution, a numerical mesh
consisting of 3.4 million cells was used for the
calculations, Fig. 1. The mesh represents only one-third
of the entire section of the burner. Periodicity was
established in all the side frontiers of the mesh in order to
simulate the entire flow. The mesh was improved using
Local Mesh Refinement in the downstream zone of the
burner, just passed the nozzle. Preliminary
characterization was conducted for a mesh independency
analysis. Meshes with ~1.5, 3.4 and 7.5 million cells were
also compared, with the intermediate cell providing

similar results to the finest case and 2/3s of the
computation time for resolution. Residual values ranged
from 10-4 to 10-9.
Further analyses were performed using CHEMKINPRO for each condition, Table 1 and Fig. 2. A PREMIX
reactor [26] and the equilibrium tool [27] were used to
calculate the laminar flame speed (SL) and adiabatic
flame temperature (AFT), respectively. An adaptive grid
of 1000 points was employed with mixture-averaged
transport properties and trace series approximation. The
objective was to better understand the discrepancy
between models and address the most sensitive reactions
to the production of important species such as NH2 and
NO.

Fig. 1. Burner geometry and mesh.
Parameter

Table 1. Boundary conditions.
Value
Parameter
Value

Quartz
Temperature

870 (T1),
890 (T2),
910 (T3) K

Blend

70-30 NH3H2 (vol%)

Burner
section

Symmetry
(120°)

Mechanism

Okafor et al

Swirler walls

Adiabatic

Method

Segregated
Flow

Inlet Velocity

2.5 m/s

Ignition
Temperature

3000 K

Inlet
Temperature

310, 410,
499 K

Turbulence

10%

Walls

No-slip

Pressure

0.11 (P1),
0.14 (P2),
0.17 (P3)
MPa

Outlet
Pressure

0.10, 0.13,
0.16 MPa

Swirl

1.50

Fig. 2. Chemical reaction network.

3. Results and Discussion
Once the isothermal profiles were validated, Fig. 3,
the combustion patterns were also compared with
previous experiments, showing good correlation between
the numerical and experimental cases, Fig. 4. However, it
is emphasized that further experiments are required for a
clearer validation, work that is ongoing.

Fig. 3. Isothermal validation.

is known to be a molecule that is of great importance in
the consumption of N and NO [28], its production under
these conditions is two orders of magnitude lower than
the production of NO, thus slightly contributing to the
consumption of nitric oxides in this region. Moreover,
N2H3, molecule that also shows opposite correlations,
has received less attention. It must be emphasized that the
latter shows a negative correlation to the production
peaks of amidogen, thus acting as a specie whose
consumption greatly impacts the formation of NH2. Due
to the high reactivity of NH2, the correlation with
residence time and vorticity, which are orders of
magnitude greater than amidogen’s chemical reaction
rate, are not clear.
Further analyses were conducted at higher pressure and
higher inlet temperature. Results denote how at different
inlet temperatures and pressures a critical change in NH2
reactivity and chemical heat release occurs, Figs. 5 and 6.
Furthermore, the size of the flame has also contracted at
higher pressure with a thinner, more active reaction layer
for the production of NH2. Interestingly, NH2 shows not
only more production but also higher consumption ratios
at higher environmental conditions, thus leading to higher
NO emissions in the flame zone. This has been
demonstrated experimentally elsewhere [4].
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Comparison with previous experiments.
Once resolved, the combustion results were initially
analysed at atmospheric pressure. The highest chemical
heat release denotes clear NH2 production peaks.
Similarly, N2 shows correlated peaks with minor delay
located withing the central recirculation zone,
consequence of the reaction of NH2 with nitric oxide
(NO) to produce the nitrogen molecule, a trend that
repeats with H2O due to the reaction NH2+NO →
N2+H2O. Similarly, NO and N2O show clear, positive
trends with the production rates of amidogen, with all
peaks slightly displaced within the central recirculation
zone. This is an expected behaviour consequence of the
high reactivity of NH2 and the high temperatures in this
region, leading to the production of species such as O,
OH and NH that impact on the production of nitrogen
oxides via HNO, molecule well-known to spur the
production of nitrogen oxides.
However, contrary to what was expected, NO2 is
mostly consumed within these peaks, probably due to the
high concentration of NH2 and high temperatures,
leading to decomposition and recombination of nitrous
oxides. On that line, molecules such as O and NH show
peaks correlated to the highest point of production of
NH2, as would be expected due to the increased reactivity
of oxygen and the formation of OH that interacts with
ammonia for the decomposition of the latter to form NH2.
However, other radicals such as NNH and N2H3 also
denote an increase in production with NH2. Whilst NNH

Fig. 5. Production rate of NH2. (a) T1/P1, (b) T2/P2,
and (c) T3/P3 conditions. Units [kg/m3s].
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Chemistry Heat Release rate. (a) T1/P1, (b)
T2/P2, and (c) T3/P3. Units [J/m3s].
The higher increase in NO emissions is in accord with
the high peaks of NH2 specific to the locations where
amidogen reacts with pools of OH, O and H, thus
delivering high NH concentrations that interact with OH
to form HNO, precluding the production of NO. However,
different to those cases at lower temperature and pressure,
unburned ammonia and larger unconsumed pools of NH2
located in colder recirculation zones keep acting further
downstream the flame zone in post-flame regions,

mitigating the overall production of NO emissions further.

Fig. 7. Production of NH2 at the top) flame and bottom)
Post flame zones.

promote NO at the flame but will also ensure that
unreacted NHx can recombine with surrounding NOx
molecules to mitigate emissions.
At the flame zone, NH3 reacts with H and OH radicals
to produce NH2, which in turn reacts with H and OH
radicals to produce NH. The major source of NO in the
flame zone is from HNO, by reacting with H radicals and
third bodies. HNO is mainly produced directly from NH2,
or via NH radicals. The absolute rate of production
increases with increasing temperature and pressure, due
to higher kinetic energy.
At the post flame zone, NH2 produced from unburned
NH3, consumes NO through the chain carrying reaction
NH2+NO↔NNH+OH and the chain terminating
reaction NH2+NO↔N2+H2O. Some of the NH radicals
convert back to NH2 by reacting with H2 and H2O. As
the temperature and pressure increases, substantial
amount of HNO convert to NH2 by reacting with
increasingly available H radicals. Vast amount of NO
produced in the flame zone burn away at the high
temperature post flame zone through various NO reburn
mechanisms, as shown in Fig. 8 (bottom).
4. Concluding Remarks
A numerical analysis using RANS Complex
Chemistry and CHEMKIN-PRO was validated and used
to detail the reaction patters of various
ammonia/hydrogen flames at various conditions. The
results denote the impact of pressure and inlet
temperature on the reactivity of the molecules, leading to
an increase in NH2 production with shortened flames.
Furthermore, NH2 radicals produced in the postcombustion zone considerably increase at more
representative industrial conditions (i.e. higher pressure,
high inlet temperature), thus showing that NO can be
mitigated from the source. The statement justifies the use
of ammonia/hydrogen in gas turbines for cleaner power
generation. However, it was observed that further
experiments are still required to validate the reaction
mechanism employed at these higher atmospheric
conditions, work that is encouraged amongst chemical
mechanism developers.
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Fig. 8. Production of NO at the top) flame and bottom)
Post flame zones.
The effect, discussed next, shows how the increase in
pressure accompanied by higher inlet temperatures will
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